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Introduction

Significant changes in our metropolitan regions require new frameworks for civil rights advocacy, particularly in the creation of fair housing. Demographic shifts, declines in private housing stock, and the altered federal role in housing, including reduced housing production and increased demolition of housing without adequate replacement, have led to a crisis in affordable housing. This crisis has affected not just cities but entire metropolitan regions, and is national in scale.

According to the 2000 census, whites make up the majority of residents in only fifty-two of the nation's one hundred largest cities, compared to seventy of the one hundred largest cities ten years ago. At the same time, nonwhite populations have continued to grow, with particularly notable increases in the Latino population. The ongoing departure of whites from the city is now accompanied by the movement of Latino and black households to the suburbs. This change has not resulted in economic equilibrium, however. The nonwhite suburbs tend to be economically declining as well. As a result, whites and people of color are experiencing different levels of access to important opportunities such as public education, employment, transportation, childcare, homeownership, and wealth accumulation. This isolation is not simply the result of differing income levels among whites and people of color, but is the product of a host of discriminatory and subordinating practices and policies. In this more complicated pattern, entire metropolitan regions are divided by both race and income. Indeed, the operative divide is no longer city versus suburb; it is one of access to opportunity versus isolation from opportunity.

The landscape for advocacy on housing and other racial justice issues is also textured by gentrification of city neighborhoods or, in some cases, entire cities. Gentrification, with its displacement of low-income residents and concentrated poverty, is not an opposite trend, but operates similarly in pushing low-income people of color away from resources and vital institutions. Displaced low-income families are given no other option in today's housing market than to relocate to other areas where affordable housing exists, areas that are more often than not, as a result of regional forces, also unstable, declining, and economically isolated.

As civil rights advocates confront the laws, policies, and practices that isolate people of color from opportunity, fair housing remains a critical
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problem. I assert here that housing is an important element within a web of other opportunity structures that impact the life outcomes of metropolitan residents. While providing shelter is a vital function of housing, housing can mean much more than this. By its location and mix, it can enhance or impede access to other opportunity structures. Accessing stable, affordable housing in a vibrant area contributes greatly to improvements in other key life areas, such as employment, health, education, civic engagement, and wealth creation. Unfortunately, low-income people of color have largely been denied this access.

A model that I propose for moving forward in the coming years on fair housing is opportunity-based housing. It is driven by the reality that ensuring housing throughout a metropolitan area results in improvements in other life areas. This model suggests that the creation and preservation of affordable housing must be deliberately and intelligently connected on a regional scale to high-performing schools, sustaining employment, necessary transportation infrastructure, childcare, and institutions that facilitate civic and political activity. This means both pursuing housing policies that create the potential for low-income people to live near existing opportunity and pursuing policies that tie opportunity creation in other areas to existing and potential affordable housing. Simply put, in recognizing that opportunity is not evenly distributed, opportunity-based housing deliberately connects housing with the other opportunities throughout a metropolitan region. As Darshan Johal asserts:

Housing is treated by many policy-makers simply as another commodity to be provided by the market, but this misses the point. . . . Housing has much wider economic, social, cultural and personal significance. Decent housing contributes much to personal health and well-being, confidence and security; the ways in which housing is produced and exchanged have an impact over development goals such as equity and poverty-eradication[,] In all these areas, housing stands in reciprocal relationship with wider issues—both influencing and being influenced by the pursuit of economic growth, sustainable development and human security. Policy towards housing can only be effective when it is integrated into a wider development policy framework which can ensure coherence between different levels, sectors and instruments.4

I want to be clear that by articulating the need for affordable housing throughout metropolitan regions, I am not merely advocating a housing dispersal strategy. That is, I do not advocate the forced relocation of families to new neighborhoods or cities. There are significant costs to forcing people to move and these costs are extremely high when people have inadequate opportunity to find housing elsewhere. When a community is disrupted, the resulting costs can include the loss of political power and a sense of place. This does not mean that we simply accept the status quo and endorse the current residential models based on individual choice. Prioritizing this notion of "choice" can obscure the legacy and persistence of racial discrimination in housing and falsely suggest that there is now a
"level playing field" in the housing market rather than one that actually coerces impoverished people of color. As such, the defining principle of a regional housing strategy should not be choice but, rather, racial and economic justice.

In the history of this nation, there has never been a meaningful, national commitment to connecting affordable housing with other opportunities throughout a metropolitan region. But the central goal of civil rights advocacy—giving full citizenship to all members of this society—demands that we strive for the realization of this commitment. In this article, I contribute to this effort by explaining opportunity-based housing, exploring its relationship to the web of other life opportunities, and outlining some regional strategies necessary for its creation.

Explaining Opportunity-Based Housing

The central principle of opportunity-based housing is that residents of metropolitan regions are situated within a complex, interconnected web of opportunity structures (or lack thereof) that significantly shape their quality of life.

The term "opportunity structures" refers to those resources and services that contribute to individual and family stability and advancement. Conceived narrowly, opportunity structures are those minimum requirements or supports needed for people to achieve an acceptable level of health and stability. For example, shelter is a minimum requirement for stability. More expansively, opportunity structures are the vehicles for racial and economic fairness for all residents of the region. If all children were able to access an education that prepares them for full participation in society, for example, ours would be a more participatory and racially just nation.

Murtaza Syed has articulated the need to see poverty as operating within a web of opportunity:

Poverty is a multi-dimensional concept. Poverty is more than just a lack of money. It is a state of deprivation of multiple needs, all of which are essential for a full and meaningful existence. Any single measure of poverty will never fully capture all of the dimensions in which poverty manifests itself.

Poverty in its broader, and perhaps truer, sense refers to a denial of opportunity. The most basic human choices are to lead a long and healthy life, to be educated and to achieve a certain level of material well-being[.] The denial of these basic human choices diminishes the opportunities that are available for the betterment of human lives—it is this very denial that both makes and keeps people poor.5

Similarly, George Galster asserts that the forces that contribute to poverty act in combination with and reinforce each other. These forces include segregation in housing, discrimination in the labor market, and the fragmentation of metropolitan areas into many separate units of government.6 The isolation from opportunity, then, is a result of what he calls "cumulative" causation.7
A second principle of opportunity-based housing is that opportunity structures are tied to metropolitan space. That is, the geographical distribution of these structures within a metropolitan region is strongly linked to the degree to which residents can access them.

An analysis of opportunities must therefore recognize the reality of economic and racial segregation. Segregation functions differently for different communities of color. Latinos and other groups do not experience the severity of residential segregation that blacks do, although they are still segregated in the nation's metropolitan regions. Blacks are also more likely to live in public housing than other racial groups. It is important to note, however, that access to opportunity is determined not only by physical proximity to sources of opportunity, but also by the interconnection of the unique characteristics of the residents of any one region. Given this reality, general trends of regional well-being must be evaluated in light of the particular needs, capabilities, and limitations of different populations.

With these principles in mind, I assert that the reforms derived from an opportunity-based housing analysis must be responsive to more than housing concerns. Creating opportunity-based housing means extending the campaign beyond improvements in the affordable housing sphere and advocating reform of the full set of structures that create impediments to opportunity. One example would be to seek affordable and quality childcare so those children who have stable housing are able to develop important learning and social skills. Again, I turn to Darshan Johal:

Poverty cannot be eradicated by the implementation of appropriate housing policy alone, but housing and poverty are related. Inadequate housing is one of the factors that makes an individual more vulnerable to poverty and ill-health, and impoverishment usually dictates a trading down in the housing market (along with other coping strategies). Conversely, inadequate housing cannot be solved through economic growth alone. It is here that good policy can make a difference. The right measures can lead to improved housing conditions for even the poorest groups, and even help to lift them out of poverty in the process.

The best approach will involve adopting policies that recognize that isolation from and access to opportunity have multiple, interlocking causes and, therefore, any effective approach must anticipate the effects of these relationships and be multipronged. Establishing a model of opportunity-based housing, then, could begin with the following (nonexhaustive) set of questions:

1. Is housing available? Is it affordable?
2. Does the housing support the creation of wealth? Does it allow for the savings that could lead to home purchase?
3. Is the housing located near sustainable employment opportunities? Is it near safe, affordable public transportation and childcare options?
4. Does the housing support school readiness and regular attendance? Is the housing located near schools that produce positive student outcomes?
5. Does the housing support the health of occupants? Is it safe and is it located in a safe neighborhood, free of health hazards and near recreational space?

In sum, the analysis and the creation of a model for opportunity-based housing should involve creating, connecting, and distributing opportunity structures throughout a metropolitan region. Importantly, this task is not static, but must be assessed and tracked over time. But before I describe other strategies needed to make opportunity-based housing a reality, I review the current forces that constrain the attainment of opportunity-based housing, and consider more closely the dynamics of other opportunity structures related to housing.

**Current Forces That Constrain Opportunity-Based Housing**

**Affordable Housing Crisis and Ineffective Housing Policies**

At present, the nation faces a growing affordable housing shortage. As of the mid-1990s, according to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, the number of low-income households exceeds the number of affordable rental units in the United States by 4.4 million, with nearly two low-income renters for every low-cost unit. Family units with sufficient numbers of bedrooms are also greatly lacking. This deficit, along with federal policies that favor owning over renting, profoundly hampers the ability of low-income families to access housing and other opportunity structures.

To illustrate this crisis, one need only examine the national “housing wage”—the amount that a full-time worker has to earn to be able to obtain affordable housing. For 2002, this wage increased to $14.66, 5 percent greater than the previous year. For over 2.24 million Americans, 60 percent of whom are family heads or their spouses, the gap between housing costs and incomes renders housing almost completely out of reach. Furthermore, although fifteen million households qualify for federal housing assistance, only 4.5 million actually receive aid, many after a wait of over two years. Meanwhile, other forms of federal housing assistance flourish, two-thirds of which benefits families with incomes over $75,000.

HOPE VI, the federal housing policy that replaces public housing developments with mixed-income communities of apartments and townhouses, is partly responsible for this affordable housing crisis. Although its goals are admirable, its methods are the cause of considerable debate and legitimate concern. HOPE VI developments destroy far more units than they create. As a result, many displaced families cannot afford other housing even with federal Section 8 housing vouchers. Furthermore, displacement disadvantages impoverished people of color more than those with greater economic means.

In general, vouchers have proven to be an insufficient substitute for public housing. At a time when emphasis is being placed on subsidizing the private rental market rather than on creating new housing, voucher users face low vacancy rates and escalating rents in a “tight” housing mar-
ket. For example, New York City lost more than half of its low-rent apartments, or 500,000 units, in the 1990s. Private developers of subsidized housing also seek tenants with the highest eligible income levels, squeezing out those who are impoverished. As such, assisted housing programs neither bridge the affordable housing gap nor give low-income families access to opportunity-rich areas. Moving forward on opportunity-based housing requires that we contend with these shifts in public and subsidized housing policy.

Racial Discrimination and Concentrated Poverty

While a tight housing market constrains access to housing opportunity for all residents of a region, it has a particularly pernicious effect on residents of color where it intersects with racist practices and with concentrated poverty. Since people of color are overrepresented in the public housing and voucher populations, racial discrimination is particularly persistent. Nationally, people of color comprise 68 percent of public housing residents and 58 percent of Section 8 voucher and certificate users, although they represent only 23 percent of the total population. Specifically, voucher holders can be frustrated in their efforts to secure housing by credit checks and hidden costs.

But racism manifests itself in systemic ways as well, segregating people of color away from opportunity in pockets of concentrated poverty. Research shows that housing units accessed by participants in housing assistance programs are located in predominantly black areas. In fact, 80 percent of Section 8 recipients reside in census tracts that are at least 50 percent black. Even those families who relocate from public housing to private rental housing live in areas that are 90 percent black. Further, 85 percent of Section 8 participants live in areas characterized by median incomes under $15,000. This suggests that HOPE VI and other voucher-driven programs are increasing racial isolation and concentration of poverty.

Like systemic racism, poverty also limits housing opportunities. Some 54 percent of renters in the nation have incomes below 50 percent of the area median income, compared to 20 percent of homeowners. People of color also tend to be disproportionately cost burdened. In a recent analysis, 27 percent and 28 percent of black and Latino households, respectively, were found to experience severe housing problems, compared to only 19 percent of whites. When housing costs are high, low-income families are forced to make cuts in other areas of need, such as food and health care, which negatively affects their well-being. Nationally, as of the late 1990s, 40 percent of all renters had high housing cost burdens, and 20 percent had severe burdens, meaning that they were paying over 50 percent of their income on rent. High housing costs can even result in families losing their housing altogether.

Jurisdictional Fragmentation

Isolation from opportunity structures is also created by the concentration of existing affordable housing in the central city and inner-ring sub-
urbs. The relocation of opportunities to the outer-ring suburbs, subsidized largely by tax breaks and grant programs, exacerbates this spatial divide. The resulting jurisdictional fragmentation has very negative implications for the creation and siting of affordable housing. Fragmentation is a term that refers to the proliferation of separate political jurisdictions, with autonomous control over zoning and planning, among other issues, in a metropolitan region. In fragmented regions, jurisdictions often reduce the overall affordable housing supply and limit the access of low-income residents to other important opportunity structures. One study found that higher levels of political fragmentation result in less collaboration between municipalities on public housing and community social services as well.

In fragmented regions, affordable housing is relegated to the municipalities with lower tax bases and a higher-need population—municipalities that lose out in this metropolitan competition for high property values. The result of fragmentation and exclusionary policies is that regions with higher degrees of fragmentation have higher levels of racial and economic segregation. This suggests that any one jurisdiction alone cannot respond to the housing needs of the metropolitan region and that a regional approach to fair housing is necessary.

Gentrification

Gentrification is another force that constrains the development of opportunity-based housing. Although the meaning of the term is contested and interchanged with the term revitalization, in reality gentrification is a process by which low-income families are priced and pushed out of their housing, typically by higher-income whites. This pricing-out can take the form of rapidly increased rents, evictions, and rising property taxes that make homes unaffordable for low-income residents. Gentrification often destroys affordable housing without adequately replacing it.

As a result, neighborhoods that are gentrifying are not on the pathway to being stable, mixed income, and multiracial. Rather, they are areas in which racial and economic changes occur rapidly, often fueled by various governmental policies and actions. In addition to including the demolition of existing low-income and public housing, these policies can include tax incentives for middle-class homebuyers and exclusionary zoning that limits the quantity and location of affordable housing in an area. As a result, gentrification limits efforts to achieve opportunity-based housing by driving low-income residents away from emerging opportunities and relocating them to isolated areas. Revitalization of a community, on the other hand, means that residents are able to experience the benefits of these new opportunities.

Oftentimes, public policymakers view gentrification as an antidote to concentrated poverty. After all, gentrification can transform a neighborhood into one characterized by a strong commercial base, high-value housing, and low rates of crime. But low-income families, often of color, will more than likely not be living there to enjoy the new amenities and in-
vestments. Rather, they will have relocated to other areas where affordable or subsidized housing exists, most often areas that are isolated from the opportunities of high-performing schools, employment growth, and a strong municipal tax base. Moreover, these relocations will adversely affect low-income families to a greater degree than they would for those with more economic resources. As Iris Young observes:

[Some groups are better able than others to adjust to change in the urban environment. Thus, one group's adjustment often lags behind another's, usually increasing inequity between them. Sometimes the disparity is caused by different levels of material resources. Just as often however, the differences in ability to adjust have their sources in culture or life style. Poverty, exploitation, marginalization and cultural imperialism often determine that those less able to adapt to urban changes are more often required to do so.]

Housing and Other Key Opportunity Structures

As just suggested, housing plays a key role in determining access to other opportunity structures, including self-sustaining employment, a high level of educational attainment, good health, and the capacity to engage in political and civic processes. Conversely, as Darshan Johal argues:

[I]nadequate housing and unequal access to housing inputs reinforce discrimination based on social characteristics, but getting social policy right contributes to the ability of disadvantaged groups to play a full part in housing production and to ensure that housing meets their distinctive needs. Substandard housing is one factor in producing crime, violence, insecurity and alienation in cities; just as social breakdown is likely to make housing delivery systems less efficient in serving the most vulnerable.

I turn now to an examination of the ways in which housing interrelates with the opportunity structures of wealth, employment, transportation, childcare, education, health, and democratic participation. I conduct this analysis in order to show how the connections between these structures are often broken or made tenuous for low-income families, particularly low-income families of color, and to clarify the need for a coordinated, multidimensional, regional approach to creating opportunity-based housing.

Housing and Wealth Accumulation

The link between housing and wealth accumulation is well documented. In addition to education, occupation, and income, accumulated assets affect a family's well-being and its children's life chances. Homeownership is the primary source of wealth for most Americans and can enhance economic opportunity. Access to other opportunity structures, such as employment and education, can affect the ability of individuals to purchase homes and gain home equity. Homeownership and home equity, in turn, can open the door to other opportunities by providing access to capital. Lack of housing assets, on the other hand, may produce (or may act as proxy for) "neighborhood effects" such as inferior schools, inequalities
between school districts, lack of economic resources of a wealthier neighborhood, and environmental hazards such as violence, drug abuse, and pollution.46

The link between housing, wealth accumulation, and race is also well documented. According to one study, in 1994 the median white family held assets worth more than seven times those of the median nonwhite family.47 In the case of blacks, in the nineteenth century, lack of land redistribution, constraints on capital, and laws against black business ownership limited asset accumulation.48 In the twentieth century, the virtual exclusion of blacks from eligibility for Social Security in 1935, combined with redlining, Home Owner Loan Corporation discrimination, and the channeling of Federal Housing Administration and Veterans Administration home loans to the suburbs also limited asset accumulation.49

Today's racial dynamics perpetuate these historical inequalities. For wealth to be created, and homeownership to be a means of accessing other opportunity structures, homes must be located in economically vibrant areas. Not only is it less likely that blacks will own their homes, but white flight and residential segregation render their properties less valuable than those in nonblack neighborhoods.50 This is true in Gary, Detroit, Chicago, and other highly segregated regions. By contrast, in the least segregated metropolitan regions, black home values are much closer to those of whites. As a result of these dynamics, more whites own homes, and of greater value, than do blacks. When home values are combined with mortgage payment51 and local property tax52 deductions, whites accumulate wealth faster and access other opportunities with greater ease.53

Housing, Employment, Transportation, and Childcare

The lack of affordable housing in a community affects its economic development. Businesses do not locate where workers cannot live. In fact, housing is a proven economic stimulus.54 Research also shows that over the past several decades there has been a movement of jobs away from the central city. Consequently, where people live in the metropolitan region plays a significant role in their employment prospects as well. Because long distances and traveling time restrain the ability of people to gain and keep jobs, people tend to choose housing or to relocate in proximity to employment sites. This is true when there is a choice in housing, but when affordable housing is not present near job growth, this choice dissolves.

A growing body of evidence supports the theory that this "spatial mismatch" affects the employment and earnings of residents of central cities.55 Barriers to affordable housing in areas where employment is growing, and the resultant distance between city residents and jobs, limit what should be a strong relationship between housing and employment. According to one report, the decentralization of jobs inhibits the flow of information about job opportunities, because information regarding job opportunities decreases with distance. Many jobs are discovered through informal social networks and much hiring is done on the
basis of personal knowledge of job candidates or referrals. Because inner city residents do not live near suburban jobs, they may have more difficulty getting vital information about openings, as well as support during the application process.\(^{56}\)

Increased competition for jobs relocated in developing areas also results in longer terms of unemployment among blacks and lower wages among city or inner-ring suburban employees.\(^ {57}\) This reduction in income, in turn, limits the ability of blacks to access housing. Although many jobs remain in central business districts that are spatially accessible to both blacks and Latinos, these jobs are out of reach to many because of a skills mismatch.\(^ {58}\)

Research done with participants in the Gautreaux mobility program in the Chicago area demonstrates the importance of location to job attainment. In the early 1990s, it was found that participants who were randomly relocated in the suburbs were 13 percent more likely to be employed than participants who were randomly located in the central city.\(^ {59}\) One lesson that could be taken from that research is that tying housing to employment growth produces improved life conditions. Similarly, increasing access to meaningful, adequately paying employment can improve access to housing.

Opportunity-based housing also requires assessing the ways in which proximity to and the cost and quality of transportation affect access to employment and other opportunities. The overemphasis on funding highway construction has reduced access to job opportunities for low-income households.\(^ {60}\) It has also benefited suburbs, encouraged longer commutes from auto-dependent communities, and provided hidden subsidies to motorists. Nationally, people of color tend to rely on public transportation far more than whites, and the distances that they must travel to new jobs under a fragmented metropolitan scheme can hurt their employment prospects.\(^ {61}\)

Similarly, childcare is an essential opportunity structure related to both housing and employment. Childcare demands have greatly increased throughout the last two decades.\(^ {62}\) Between 1972 and 1999, the percentage of working mothers with children under six doubled and the percentage of working mothers with children over six increased by more than 25 percent.\(^ {63}\)

Despite these demands, many low-income families are unable to access quality childcare. Agencies' costs, locations, and hours often do not match parents' needs and ability to pay. Consequently, low-income families may find their housing and employment opportunities significantly limited when they attempt to meet their childcare needs. For example, homeless families often cite childcare problems as a barrier to work more so than skills, transportation, or health issues.\(^ {64}\) Childcare costs in particular are prohibitively expensive for many low-income families. Nationally, childcare costs have risen by 20 percent since 1986, and the national average cost for full-time care for a four-year-old child exceeds $3,000.\(^ {65}\) Such prohibitive costs clearly affect parents' ability to gain and retain employment.
Indeed, parents with no childcare support are seven times more likely to rely on public assistance than employed parents who receive a subsidy. Childcare locations can also prevent low-income families from accessing employment. Many low-income families are restricted in terms of transportation, and thus can only utilize childcare agencies that are near their home or work. As a result, employment stability can be undermined.

The unavailability of childcare services during nontraditional hours can also burden low-income parents as they increasingly take low-skill jobs that offer nontraditional hours.

Even when childcare is available, studies show that the quality of care is inconsistent. Nearly 80 percent of all centers are mediocre at best and very little quality care is available for infants and toddlers. Furthermore, only ten states meet national recommendations for child–staff ratios. Studies have also shown that the children of low-income families are more vulnerable to low-quality care and react more positively to high-quality care. What all of this suggests is that access to childcare is very important for employment stability and child development, both of which have implications for accessing housing opportunities. Therefore, an analysis of opportunity-based housing must incorporate an accounting of the cost, location, availability, and quality of childcare in a metropolitan region.

**Housing and Education**

The availability and the condition of housing affect the quality of children’s education as well. Access to educational opportunity is most limited by homelessness. Seventy-five percent of homeless children under the age of five have at least one major developmental deviation or delay, usually in the areas of impulsivity or speech. Homeless children are four times more likely than other children to score at or below the tenth percentile in reading and vocabulary. Further, because low-income families often have to move as rental rates change, the lack of affordable housing can result in increases in student transfers. These increases make it significantly more likely that students will fail grades and have behavioral problems in school. This is an area of particular concern for students of color. Furthermore, frequent student transfers cause disruption of education not just for the student, but for the whole school. Finally, if housing is substandard, student outcomes can be reduced. For example, lead poisoning can delay development and decrease IQ points.

A wealth of research also shows that students educated in economically and racially segregated schools receive substandard educations. When a large number of students in a school face these challenges, the cumulative effect is that the ability of the school to provide a quality education is significantly impeded. According to Gary Orfield, “High poverty schools have to devote far more time and resources to family and health crises, security, children who come to school not speaking standard English, seriously disturbed children, children with no educational materials in their homes, and many children with very weak educational preparation.” As
a result, William Trent has found that there is a "consistent negative effect of high poverty concentrations in school on students' academic achievement." It is the poverty of the school, far more than the poverty of the individual, that determines educational outcomes. In fact, impoverished students do better if they live in middle-class neighborhoods or attend more affluent schools.

It is important to note that students of color are far more likely than whites to attend schools with larger populations of students in poverty. The average white student attends a school in which 19.6 percent of students are impoverished, while the average Latino student attends a school in which 44.0 percent of students are impoverished. Given these inequalities, it is inevitable that racial segregation in the public schools has devastating implications for the educational environment. Racially segregated schools more often rely upon transitory teachers and have curricula with greater emphasis on remedial courses, higher rates of tardiness and unexcused absence, and lower rates of extracurricular involvement. As a result, educational achievement is highly racialized. By the end of the fourth grade, black, Latino, and students in poverty in the nation are already two years behind other students; by eighth grade, they are three years behind; and by twelfth grade, they are four years behind.

By contrast, a wealth of research also shows that students of color who attend more integrated schools enjoy increased academic achievement levels and higher test scores, especially if they begin at an early age. In fact, the desegregation era (roughly the 1960s through the mid-1980s) is largely credited for reducing the achievement gap, despite the fact that poverty, single-parent families, and unemployment worsened during the same period. Intergeneration gains also ensue for students of color who have attended desegregated schools. One study concludes that "improving economic and educational opportunities for one generation of minority individuals raises the socioeconomic status of the next generation, so that those who follow are more apt to begin school at the same starting point as their nonminority classmates." Attending a more desegregated school also translates into higher goals for future educational attainment and occupational choices and improved social networks.

In the context of developing opportunity-based housing, it is essential to note that diverse educational settings contribute to students' ability to participate in a pluralistic society. Indeed, a 2000 study by the Harvard Civil Rights Project explicitly shows that the "diversity" of a desegregated school greatly benefits students of all races, not just whites. Both blacks and whites who attend desegregated schools are more likely to attend a desegregated college, live in a desegregated neighborhood, work in a desegregated environment, and possess higher career aspirations. Chicago's Gautreaux program is often cited in support of this. In fact, districts that have experienced desegregation over the longest period of time have the lowest levels of housing segregation as well. Furthermore, higher edu-
cational attainment levels are associated with an increased likelihood of homeownership for all residents of the region.91

Housing and Health

The location of affordable housing and the opportunity to live a healthy life are related in multiple ways. To begin with, environmental hazards abound in segregated areas of concentrated poverty. The more blacks and Latinos living in a community, the more likely it is to have commercial hazardous waste facilities, sewer treatment centers, and chemical plants.92 Toxic eyesores disfigure black neighborhoods, degrade property values, discourage public and private investment, and harm the health of residents. In fact, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has repeatedly found that blacks are more likely than whites to live in neighborhoods with higher air pollution levels and suffer higher rates of respiratory and blood ailments. As one critic has put it:

Corporate and industrial polluters get away with their toxic assault on low-income, black neighborhoods by skillfully twisting the jobs versus environment issue. Their economic black mail works since few politicians will risk being tagged as anti-business. They gamble that poor, blacks and Latinos, many of whom do not own their homes, and vote in far smaller numbers, are less likely than politically connected white, middle-class homeowners to squawk at putting a hazardous plant or toxic waste site in their neighborhood. Many officials will eagerly waive requirements for environmental reports, provide special tax breaks, and even alter zoning and land use requirements to allow them to set up shop in these underserved neighborhoods.93

Other spatial, racial, and economic factors influence a broad array of opportunities, exposures, decisions, and behaviors that threaten the health of these same neighborhoods.94 For example, the presence of liquor stores, fast-food restaurants, and corner markets that sell cheap, unhealthy food at marked-up prices compromise dietary health. Also, increased levels of isolation, chronic stress, crime, and drug, alcohol, and domestic abuse compromise mental health. Discrimination also compromises the availability and quality of standard medical care.

Housing and Democratic Participation

Safe, stable, opportunity-based housing cannot only lead to healthier living, it can also increase the capacity to partake in democratic structures. As mentioned earlier, full and meaningful participation in our society is the essential goal of civil rights, to which all other efforts, in employment, housing, and other opportunity areas, correspond and relate. According to More Than Bricks and Mortar: Housing That Builds Community, a report on efforts to increase homeownership in Santa Fe:

An effective housing strategy does more than build buildings. If it is developed thoughtfully and implemented creatively, a housing strategy can have
deeper implications, transforming both citizens and communities and the ties that bind each to the other.

A democracy depends on the capacity and willingness of people to play a civil role. Homeownership strengthens a democracy by giving people a stake in their community. When the number of stakeholders decreases rather than increases, the civic connections that create and sustain community are weakened.95

The web of opportunities associated with housing impacts voting rights in particular. The voices excluded from the 2000 presidential election, for example, are the same voices excluded from our Constitution, wealth, and ultimately participatory citizenship. While the Voting Rights Act of 196596 and its subsequent amendments have remedied many of the most egregious forms of disenfranchisement such as literacy tests, poll taxes, and voter registration barriers, more subtle forms remain. Certainly, persistent economic inequality negatively impacts political participation. More than two-thirds of people in the United States with incomes greater than $50,000 vote, compared with one-third of those with incomes under $10,000. This differential turnout is far greater than in Europe.97

Political fragmentation and urban sprawl also limit participation and are particularly harmful. Persons of color, concentrated in pockets of poverty within a fragmented metropolitan region, do not have the resources to build the political clout necessary to participate meaningfully in the democratic process. Even where segregation enables residents to elect representatives of color (or white representatives responsive to their needs), "legislative racism" ensues. That is, elected officials from more privileged areas vote down the interests of these jurisdictions in a self-interested "us against them" manner that exacerbates their isolation even further.

Our current political system perpetuates this struggle. Almost all major elections in the United States are based on "first-past-post," "winner-take-all" principles. Voters for the candidate who receives the most votes win representation. Voters for the other candidates win nothing. This system precludes minorities from being represented and undermines the concept of fair representation. It also distorts democracy by allowing a single group to monopolize power.

Our current campaign finance system, which is based on private wealth, also distorts our democracy. It disadvantages noncontributors, who are far more likely to be low-income persons of color. As a result, legislation fails impoverished communities of color in key areas, including affordable housing.

Creating Opportunity-Based Housing

When attempting to meet the need for affordable housing, it is important to consider strategies that will both increase its supply and improve upon its connection to opportunity structures. If attention to location is absent, the potential for exacerbating concentrated poverty and further lim-
iting opportunity is heightened. Rather, strategies must account for the unique experiences of the various racial and ethnic groups that stem from economic status, language or cultural issues, current residential patterns, and so on. For example, addressing the needs of black communities will differ from doing so with Latinos because blacks are more segregated and more likely to live in public housing. Successful interventions must also consider how otherwise neutral policies will affect these various communities. I begin my discussion of how to create opportunity-based housing with the essential unifying approach called regionalism.

*Regionalism as the Unifying Approach*

As mentioned earlier in the discussion of jurisdictional fragmentation, most metropolitan areas across the nation contain an urban core that is growing increasingly poor and segregated. This concentration negatively affects the education, economics, and quality of life of the area. Meanwhile, at the outer rings, developing, largely white communities maintain their advantage through restrictive, low-density patterns of land use. In between these two areas lie the inner-ring suburbs, which suffer from both the exclusive development of the outer rings and the increased isolation of the urban core.

While in-place strategies of reinvestment in inner cities are meritorious, in order to reduce polarization, stabilize the urban core and its immediate surroundings, and equalize the web of opportunities linked to housing, a regional approach to policy-making is required.98

Regionalism offers policymakers a way to reconceptualize metropolitan areas for the common good of all residents. Instead of calling upon each jurisdiction within a region to take responsibility for itself, regionalism views the entire region as an organic system of interdependent parts. The whole will prosper only if all jurisdictions are able to. The surest way to equalize opportunities throughout the total metropolitan area is to create effective, visionairy metropolitan governments or, if the region is too large, to require that all local governments pursue common policies.99

A regionalist approach traditionally fosters several policies, some of which I elaborate upon below, including land use reform that stems urban sprawl and provides adequate funding to older areas; "fair share" housing policies that encourage or, better yet, require the construction and maintenance of low- and moderate-income housing in all jurisdictions; housing assistance policies to disperse low-income families to small-unit, scattered-site housing projects and to rent-subsidized private rental housing throughout a diversified metropolitan housing market; fair employment and housing policies that ensure full access by persons of color to the job and housing markets; tax-based sharing arrangements between the central city and its suburbs;100 welfare reform focusing on job creation and readiness; and, until affordable housing is available on a regionwide basis,
lawsuits calling for adequate education in the inner-ring schools and for metropolitanwide desegregation.

Federal and state governments can also foster regionalism, but effective local regional bodies require the building of enduring political coalitions between the urban core and the inner-ring suburbs. They also require the active participation of communities of color. Yet, regionalism often meets resistance from these very communities who fear that dispersal of their members throughout an area will weaken their political and cultural power and do little to disrupt the existing white, suburban opportunity structures. Proponents of regionalism must present metropolitan efforts, not as competition for resources and power, but as complementary to them. They must also convince these communities that regional opportunity-based housing strategies do not force minority communities to disperse but allow individuals a real choice to remain and find increased opportunities or to seek opportunities elsewhere.

Adopting this frame of analysis and applying political pressure can result in policies and laws that promote opportunity-based housing throughout a metropolitan area. In the Twin Cities, for example, jurisdictions that receive Community Development Block Grant funding from the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) came together in 2001 to produce a regional analysis of the impediments to fair housing choice. In the past, each jurisdiction receiving these funds prepared a separate assessment. By coordinating their efforts and seeking community input, individual jurisdictions are beginning to think of fair housing from a regional perspective. In the following section, I describe in greater detail how assessment tools like this one can assist in achieving regional equity.

**Regional Opportunity-Based Impact Assessment**

Developing a set of racial and economic impact assessment tools can facilitate the engagement of communities of color in the region and inform a regional plan for opportunity-based housing. This process, fashioned after environmental and other impact processes, can be applied to specific projects or developments or can be used to guide the overall mission and activities of public and private actors engaged in housing and land use planning.

When a new development or policy is proposed, an impact assessment can be made of the racial and economic status of the area to be impacted. The particular needs and priorities of existing community members can be gathered through data analyses and qualitative methods, such as in-depth interviews with focus groups and public hearings. A nuanced determination, informed by impacted communities, can then be made of the "match" or disconnect between projected outcomes of the proposal and the unique needs of community members. For example, if a mixed-income development made up of a certain number of units affordable at 50 percent of the
median income is proposed, whether this level of affordability will genuinely be accessible to the existing residents can be determined. Whether it is linked to, or will lead to the creation of, other life opportunities can also be assessed. Alternative proposals must be allowed, along with discussion of the direct and indirect effects of each option throughout the region.

Because the location of opportunity structures, or the lack thereof, is geographical and socially situated in different ways throughout a metropolitan area, taking space into account is critical to this assessment process. That is, different racial, ethnic, and income groups experience opportunities differently and should be given the chance to determine which opportunities are critical to them and whether there is any growth in these areas over time. One way for these communities to assess and track these relationships is to map the location of affordable housing in relation to multiple opportunities across the metropolitan landscape. "Opportunity maps" can also capture the unique characteristics and experiences of residents both within individual jurisdictions as well as in relation to entire regions, which can improve long-term regional planning. Finally, these maps can empower impoverished communities of color by providing them with convincing visual indicators of whether progress is being made.

California provides us with one example of an assessment process currently in use. There, state law provides that a "regional housing needs assessment" be conducted by the state department of housing that identifies each locality's share of the regional housing need. Localities are then required to respond to that allocation by developing appropriate plans for housing, including "land use plans and regulatory systems, which provide opportunities for, and do not unduly constrain, housing development." The strength of this approach lies in the need for municipalities to consider regional employment and transportation dynamics, among other opportunity structures, when calculating their share of the housing need and planning their development. Municipalities must also plan for housing across a range of incomes. Although there have been enforcement and implementation problems, this is a sound framework for creating opportunity-based housing throughout a region.

Another assessment tool utilized by the Urban Habitat Program in the San Francisco Bay Area called for a regional report on gentrification. The report involved a historical analysis of forces driving gentrification; a highly comprehensible breakdown of the phases of neighborhood change; a close examination of those sectors of the region affected by it (as well as those likely to receive displaced tenants); and a careful analysis of the policy and legal implications behind it. Urban Habitat's study is a very valuable tool for assessing key trends and creating a baseline for informed decision making.

While regional analysis is essential, efforts must not stop there. Once stakeholders and community members are given the chance to assess housing needs, all levels of government should then employ tools to link opportunity structures to affordable housing in meaningful ways.
Increasing Affordable Housing within a Regional Framework

*Fair Share Housing*

One approach that government can take is to enact a law mandating that each municipality account for its "fair share" of the regional affordable housing need. "Fair share" is generally based upon the percentage of the region's population that lives within the municipality. The assumption is that, absent exclusivist practices, this would be the same as the percentage of the region's poor population that lives in the municipality. The fair share is then adjusted for things such as environmental concerns, the presence of developable land, and so on.

At its best, fair share legislation can compel meaningful regionwide participation and the provision of genuine housing choice to those most in need of adequate affordable housing (low-income people of color living in central city neighborhoods, not divorcees, students, or newlyweds); insist on race-based goals so that municipalities cannot meet their obligations by catering to poor whites; require municipalities to affirmatively market their units in communities of color or low-income central city neighborhoods; prohibit suburbs from paying central cities to bear up to 50 percent of their obligations; require that each municipality provide an equitable balance of scattered-site and clustered-unit housing so as to avoid concentrating affordable housing; create a funding pool to provide financial incentives to communities that achieve greater racial and income diversity in their housing stock; and affirmatively encourage nonprofit developers, through this same funding pool.

In New Jersey, for example, every jurisdiction within a region is allocated its fair share of the regional housing need. But New Jersey law provides that one jurisdiction may sell its share to another through a "regional contribution agreement." I examined racial and economic data on those municipalities "sending" their affordable housing and those "receiving" housing in the 1990s. The result in New Jersey has been that predominantly white cities with low poverty rates are paying cities that are racially and economically isolated to take on more affordable housing. For this reason, the New Jersey model, without revision, cannot be endorsed.

*Inclusionary Zoning and Density Bonuses*

Another approach that has proven very successful at creating housing throughout a metropolitan region is inclusionary zoning. A typical inclusionary zoning ordinance enables municipalities to create affordable housing by requiring that new developments, particularly those with larger numbers of housing units, set aside a portion of units for low-income tenants. In return, developers are then offered density bonuses or exemption from certain municipal fees. In this way, affordable housing is created wherever new housing is created and developers are not overly burdened. Good ordinances also provide for restrictions on the resale of affordable units and include measures to keep the designated units affordable for
a substantial period of time. If the goal is to create housing tied to opportunities throughout the region, a mandatory law, such as the one in place in Montgomery County, Maryland, is preferable to a voluntary or incentives-based one.

Of regions that have enacted inclusionary zoning legislation, Montgomery County stands out for its success in providing housing that has been accessed by low-income families and families of color. The county's Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit Program requires developers and owners to set aside for moderate pricing between 12.5 and 15 percent of the total number of units in developments that have fifty or more housing units, whether rental or owner-occupied housing. In exchange for making these housing units affordable, developers receive a density bonus of 22.0 percent—that is, they are able to build a development at a density 22 percent greater than that normally permitted under the jurisdiction's zoning laws. The county also ensures that the designated units remain affordable for twenty years, and regulates occupancy and the rents charged for the affordable units.

The success of this program is measurable, first, in the quantity of affordable housing that has been produced since its enactment, which, as of 1996, was over 10,000 units. More importantly, the program also has increased housing choice for people of color. Twenty-two percent of affordable home purchasers alone were black in the 1990s. This is particularly remarkable given the fact that as of 1970 the county was 92 percent white.

It is also significant that elected officials view the program favorably. This is in part because every jurisdiction within Montgomery County is impacted by the policy and because creating the affordable housing is not financially burdensome to local governments. These aspects of the program could mean that it is politically feasible to replicate it in other regions where municipalities resist affordable housing because they claim that they are being unfairly targeted or that it would be too costly.

It is important to note that increasing the density of development does not always equate to increasing affordability, a lesson to take from the Portland, Oregon, region. Oregon's Metropolitan Housing Rule mandates that all jurisdictions within the Portland region develop at certain minimum densities. Additionally, the rule requires that new development be 50 percent multifamily or attached single-family homes. Unlike a mandatory inclusionary zoning law, however, this heightened density rule does not incorporate requirements on the affordability of the multifamily units. Although the Portland region may have developed more multifamily units since the enactment of the rule in 1981 than would have been developed, the region was found to be the eighth-least-affordable housing market in the nation in 1999.

**Linkage Fees**

Yet another mechanism for generating affordable housing in a region is through commercial development linkage fees. Here, municipalities assess
fees on commercial or market-rate residential developments and use this funding to create affordable housing.\textsuperscript{122} Linkage fees are assessed in Boston\textsuperscript{124} and Florida,\textsuperscript{125} as well as in a number of municipalities in California.\textsuperscript{126} The rationales behind linking these types of developments to affordable housing are that market-rate residential developments have the potential to displace low-income tenants, and so fees to mitigate this effect should be assessed, and that commercial developments create jobs and so can create affordable housing needs.\textsuperscript{127} However, linkage fees are only a source of funding, which means that civil rights advocates still have to ensure that governments exacting these fees actually create affordable housing.

In fact, one criticism made of this approach in the context of California cities is that the fees are not substantial enough to meaningfully contribute to the creation of affordable housing.\textsuperscript{128} Moreover, current legal standards hold generally that unless the relationship between the assessment (i.e., the fee) and the impact of the development (e.g., its effect on affordable housing needs) is shown to be reasonable, the fee will be considered a taking that requires governmental compensation.\textsuperscript{129} This suggests a need for deliberate planning but does not create a prohibitive obstacle.

Other Strategies

Affordable housing can also be created when local governments permit tandem housing or accessory dwelling housing. Tandem housing is a "second unit" that is attached to an already existing unit of housing.\textsuperscript{130} This kind of housing can be relatively easy to create, may not require local governmental funding,\textsuperscript{131} and can be done so that the character of the community is not substantially altered by the introduction of the housing. A tandem housing law passed in Daly City, California, resulted in the creation of 400 affordable units within ten years.\textsuperscript{132} Orlando, Florida, and Babylon, New York, also permit such creation.\textsuperscript{133} This is a model that should be introduced in areas of the region where affordable housing is needed, but should be only one piece of a more substantial approach. The success or failure of a tandem housing program also hinges on the role that each local government takes in promoting or resisting this policy. A truly regional program is better suited to the goal of opportunity-based housing.

Another way to increase affordable housing is to create a housing trust fund. More than 280 state and local funds currently exist and have produced hundreds of thousands of affordable housing units across the country. Bipartisan support in Congress also exists for a national housing trust as well.\textsuperscript{134}

Civil rights advocates can also promote the municipal adoption of fast-track review processes for affordable housing development proposals that decrease the time and expense associated with standard zoning review processes, and the municipal waiver of fees in order to spur affordable housing development. For example, were municipalities to adopt an ordinance similar to that in place in Orange County, North Carolina, which
provides a $3,000 rebate per unit on school construction impact costs, this might increase the capacity of developers to pass savings on to renters.\textsuperscript{135}

Lastly, along different lines, planners could seek to classify affordable housing as infrastructure. The Affordable Housing Study Commission in Florida proposed that the state's Growth Management Act be amended to reflect the fact that affordable housing, which is "integral to the operation of a healthy community," be considered necessary infrastructure to the same extent that sewer lines and roads are infrastructure.\textsuperscript{136}

\textit{Creatively Linking Housing to Other Opportunity Structures}

It is not enough to increase affordable housing without considering where it is located within a region in relation to opportunity structures and to the particular needs of the various communities that it serves. As mentioned earlier, no one jurisdiction can provide the affordable housing needs of the region alone and survive (in terms of maintaining the necessary tax base, providing quality education, and ensuring employment of residents). Instead, housing must be created across the landscape, and be deliberately tied to other opportunities.

\textit{Managing Gentrification and Smart Growth}

In order to facilitate this equalizing of opportunities throughout a metropolitan region, it is necessary to mitigate gentrification and refine smart growth policies. I argue that this must be done in an integrated fashion if it is to have meaning and coherence.

To begin with, regional policies that mitigate gentrification and prevent isolation from opportunity structures need to be developed and coordinated with fair housing policies.

I have suggested that different regions experience gentrification differently, and so the response to these trends must differ.\textsuperscript{137} The framework for analysis that I suggest is a consideration of whether a city is rich, poor, or middle class.

Rich cities are those that are closely comparable to or even exceed the surrounding region in terms of per-capita income, property values, poverty rates, vacant land, and populations of color. Examples of rich cities include San Francisco and Seattle. These cities have not experienced depopulation and job loss, nor do they contain many concentrated poverty census tracts; they are economically thriving. But they are also very tight housing markets. In these cities, gentrification results in the pricing out, or displacement, of low-income residents from the central city and possibly from the region as a whole into areas that are economically isolated. This is the most devastating form of gentrification and calls for regional antidisplacement strategies and increased affordable housing opportunities within the central cities.

Poor cities compare negatively to their surrounding region with respect to the indicators listed above. They are cities with low property values, larger quantities of concentrated poverty tracts, and oftentimes large
amounts of vacant land. Examples of poor cities are Cleveland and Detroit. These cities need some influx of middle-class residents in order to attain economic viability. Moreover, because there is sufficient available land in the city to accommodate the influx of higher-income residents, displacement need not occur. Instead, new and rehabilitated housing can fill in the gaps created by the depopulation of poor cities. In this type of city, revitalization can occur without the displacement of low-income residents to other areas that are economically isolated, particularly if the right planning is conducted and communities of color are engaged in the revitalization process. If there is displacement within a poor city, it is likely to be on a limited basis and there will usually be ample opportunity for relocating displaced residents within the city.

The third type of city is the middle-class city, the category in which, for example, Chicago best fits. Middle-class cities have a median per-capita income and fiscal capacity that is roughly 60 to 90 percent of the regional average. They fall between rich and poor cities in terms of their degrees of racial segregation and concentrated poverty. For example, in Chicago, the percentage of blacks living in concentrated poverty merely doubled from 1970 to 1990, while in Detroit the percentage increased fivefold. These middle-class cities also have experienced greater job decentralization than rich cities, but at lower rates than poor cities.

A balance between revitalization and displacement of low-income residents must be struck in middle-class cities if opportunity-based housing is to be developed. In Chicago and other similar cities, middle-class in-fill projects are still valuable to low-income neighborhoods that contain many vacant lots. Yet, middle-class cities must also watch carefully to ensure that gentrification and displacement do not occur on a large scale. Public housing demolition and mixed-income housing programs in the city, billed as the panaceas for concentrated poverty in the city, can only be successful if planning protects against displacement of low-income residents and if opportunity-based housing is created.

When gentrification occurs in a middle-class city it is likely to be a city-level phenomenon. For example, a survey of housing stakeholders in the Chicago region revealed that those areas experiencing increased investment, rehabilitation of properties, and an influx of higher-income residents were neighborhoods within the city of Chicago. What this city-level change means is that those residents who are displaced will find it very difficult to find housing within the city, and they may be forced to relocate to poor areas outside of the central city, often on the periphery, yet still, largely, within the region itself. Such trends can relocate areas of isolation, disrupt communities, and create segregation on an interjurisdictional level. This segregation is more problematic than neighborhood-level segregation because of the consequences that it can have for the tax base and public services of an area. But neither can a middle-class city address the need for affordable housing alone. In part this is due to the fact that few cities, if any, possess the resources necessary to meet their region's need. Beyond
that, an attempt to do so will set such a city in the direction of becoming a poor city with limited resources and growing public service needs. Gentrification is clearly not the solution to the problem of concentrated poverty. By the same token, placing the burden of affordable housing production on the central city alone is not the cure. Creating opportunity-based housing means confronting the ways in which gentrification constrains the availability of housing and operates like concentrated poverty in isolating low-income residents from other opportunity structures throughout an entire region.

In addition to framing the issue in this way, there are a few other strategies that can be employed to mitigate gentrification. For example, property assessment appeals can be facilitated and institutionalized to keep original residents from being priced out of their neighborhoods and being dislocated from opportunities. They can also garner significant reductions in property assessments for property owners that provide affordable rental housing. Other tools that could be deployed include rent control laws that would mitigate the effect of gentrification on residents of neighborhoods experiencing dramatic rent increases; requirements that landlords pay relocation expenses when they take units out of the rental market, which could serve as a deterrent and the opening of greater opportunities for nonprofit organizations to own rental properties and commit to long-term affordability agreements.

It is likely that no single initiative can prevent gentrification from displacing low-income residents from neighborhoods experiencing an influx of middle-income residents. Rather, a comprehensive set of strategies must be deployed. For example, the Kirkwood neighborhood community development corporation in the Atlanta region has successfully responded to an influx of middle-income residents by identifying vacant lots and other areas that could benefit from redevelopment, ensuring that city-financed housing is marketed and made available to subsidized tenants, and greatly increasing homeownership rates among original residents through a variety of outreach methods, including down-payment assistance and education programs.

All of these efforts I have just described could also be helpful when mitigating the negative effects of HOPE VI in gentrifying areas, especially in rich cities. If HUD overcompensates for concentrated poverty, low-income residents experience drastically reduced access to their former neighborhoods, much less any other neighborhood. Furthermore, local public housing authorities also experience the draining of funds away from their other affordable housing needs. The adverse effects of deconcentration outweigh the benefits, particularly those that allow continued access to housing and neighborhood support networks. Rather, HOPE VI and similar deconcentration strategies could be altered in key ways to foster true opportunity.

First, to increase housing availability, HUD could require applying public housing authorities to show that demolition is the best way to achieve
this goal. In addition, HUD could alter its scoring system to allow for 100 percent public housing in a particular renovation site where the overall gentrifying area shows a mixed-income end result. Proposals that provide affordable housing indefinitely could also be rewarded. More regionally speaking, HUD could consider strategies that deconcentrate wealthy neighborhoods beyond specific target sites.

Second, to increase opportunity structures, HUD could focus more on management, community building, and supportive social services rather than just on demolition and rebuilding. While HOPE VI's authorizing legislation calls for efforts leading to "self-sufficiency" and "education achievement," the vast majority of funding goes to the program's architectural goals. This change in particular has the greatest potential to achieve opportunity-based housing.

Refining Smart Growth

Smart growth policies can be also refined to lure investment into the communities most affected by the sprawl that they attempt to control. The benefits from luring development back to abandoned urban cores have been dubbed the "urban competitive" advantage. As one scholar puts it, "the effects of current inequitable practices and polices could be reversed by smart growth policies that direct resources back to underutilized infrastructure, avert greenfield redevelopment, clean up abandoned industrial properties and redevelop poorly-maintained properties." Through greater transit and housing choice and fair and cost-effective development decisions, smart growth can be a useful tool in the achievement of opportunity-based housing.

Portland, Oregon, has emerged as a model for regional planning and smart growth with its urban growth boundaries, which attempt to steer investment toward the center of the city, creating jobs, affordable housing, and economically integrated neighborhoods. Similarly, Maryland’s Smart Growth and Neighborhood Conservation Initiative has been recognized as the nation’s first statewide, incentive-based program to reduce the impact of urban sprawl. This program attempts to encourage economic growth while at the same time channeling it to those areas of the state where infrastructure and services are already in place to support it. Under this program, location of opportunity matters. For example, the state is developing a more balanced transportation system that limits new highway construction and expands nonautomobile transit. Older public schools now receive 80 percent of new state school construction funds, almost double that of a decade ago. In the end, the goal of the initiative is to foster inclusion and economically and racially diverse communities, not perpetuate gentrification and segregation.

Making Race-Conscious Plans

However much we mitigate gentrification or refine smart growth, we will be unable to achieve regional equity without making race-conscious
plans to integrate both housing and opportunities. Cara Hendrickson effectively argues this point by demonstrating how HUD's race-neutral Rule to Deconcentrate Poverty and Promote Integration in Public Housing neither promotes fair housing nor addresses segregation. The rule attempts to deconcentrate poverty by assigning higher-income tenants to lower-income buildings and lower-income tenants to higher-income buildings. Like HOPE VI, however, this type of deconcentration effort is inadequate because of the dearth of moderate-income residents interested in the program and the plethora of low-income residents excluded from it. Furthermore, the desired "rub-off" effect of higher-income neighbors remains unproven. Hendrickson argues that mixing income within a building alters neither the segregated, resource-depleted nature of the neighborhood nor the disparities between urban and suburban opportunity. Rather, a race-conscious, metropolitanwide approach would be more effective.

To drive her point home, Hendrickson compares HUD's race-neutral Moving to Opportunity program to the highly successful race-conscious Gautreaux mobility program after which it was modeled. Unlike the Gautreaux program, however, the "freedom of choice" strategy resulted in participants moving from one segregated neighborhood to another. Although a detailed analysis of the program is forthcoming, Congress terminated the project in 1995. As Aurie Pennick, president of the Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities, noted, "When you take race out of the mix, in the long term you have not solved any problems." Hendrickson recommends that HUD adapt the Gautreaux mobility model to its effort to deconcentrate public housing units. This would entail creating smaller public housing developments in moderate-income areas with integrated housing patterns and access to jobs and support services. Although residents fiercely resist scattered-site public housing, it has been shown that integrated communities are economically and racially stable and becoming more common. The need to create housing for entry-level workers may even persuade some local leaders to approve such affordable housing developments, according to Hendrickson.

**Linking Affordable Housing to Accessible Employment**

To create the type of opportunity-based housing that Hendrickson describes, it is essential to link it directly to accessible employment. One way to do this is to target low-income tax credits to private developers willing to locate housing near employment and within transit-oriented areas. States could enact a new policy to direct the incentives available under the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit program to support an improved housing-to-jobs balance and provide greater efficiencies for businesses that need an available, proximate labor pool. Just such an approach is being piloted in Chicago and two of its suburban counties. Entitled the Regional Housing Initiative, this initiative's goal is to support the development or rehabilitation of well-managed, well-designed, safe, mixed-income
housing located near jobs and transit. Specifically, it attempts to meet the need for affordable housing for very-low-income households in areas of high job growth. To do so, it provides subsidies and tax credits to apartments that rent to these households within a broader mixed-income community. In its pilot phase, resources have been committed to finance 328 apartments within mixed-income or supportive housing developments.\textsuperscript{173}

An alternative way of increasing employment opportunity for low-income households is to create jobs where affordable housing currently exists. Smart growth efforts to lure businesses back into the inner cities, as discussed above, can be accompanied by assessment, cleanup, and reuse of contaminated brownfields. According to the U.S. Conference of Mayors, over half a million jobs could be created and up to $2.4 billion in additional tax revenues could be generated through this redevelopment.\textsuperscript{174}

Another mechanism that merits consideration is employer-assisted housing. Whether voluntary or provided for under municipal law, employer-assisted housing involves expanding the role of the employer in helping lower-income households to access affordable housing close to the job site. Typically, an employer may provide financial assistance to employees purchasing homes nearby or directly provide affordable housing to employees. In Minnesota, for example, one employer that recognized a lack of affordable housing near one of its job sites provided a construction loan to a developer to build a 48-unit structure accessible to company employees.\textsuperscript{175} In the Chicago region, participants in the Regional Employer-Assisted Collaboration for Housing program provide a grant to employees toward a down payment on a home located near job sites, and organizations supporting this collaboration provide homeownership counseling.\textsuperscript{176}

It is unclear what impact voluntary employer-assisted housing can have on the regional affordable housing need, but these efforts should be supported and strengthened by laws that require each sector of the region to provide its share of the regional affordable housing need. Importantly, employer-assisted housing should be guided by government and the civil rights community to reach the housing needs of all workers, and not exclusively moderate- and high-income workers, if opportunity-based housing is to be achieved.

Further assistance to purchase homes can be provided with federal subsidies that give priority to "location efficient mortgages." Under such mortgages, the amount available to be loaned is a function of the degree to which the home is located in a transit-oriented area and not dependent on cars. This leaves owners with more disposable income and a greater capacity to make mortgage payments.\textsuperscript{177} Increasing the minimum wage to make it a "liveable wage" would also greatly improve the ability of families to secure safe, affordable housing.

Strategies that deal specifically with transportation could include allocating more federal funding for inner-city light-rail systems, trolleys, and street cars instead of interstate highway spending.\textsuperscript{178} and instituting a grant program to enable community transit agencies to prepare for higher-
density and more mixed-use developments around transit stations. The availability and quality of childcare must also be addressed when attempting to link housing to employment and transportation.

**Linking Education Opportunities**

As Maryland's smart growth initiative acknowledges, increasing economic investment requires not only adequate housing but adequate schools as well. In addition to investing in the renovation of urban school buildings, regional governments should recognize that states generally have an obligation under their constitutions to provide all students with an adequate education. Suits can be brought to ensure that this obligation is met. Regional governments should also attempt to achieve integration in the schools through mandatory metropolitanwide efforts. If school desegregation between 1968 and 1973 doubled the rate of housing integration in twenty-five central cities with a black population of at least 100,000, then to alter residential patterns and equalize affordable housing opportunities throughout entire regions, school desegregation efforts should remain a priority. When combined with smart growth and other regional efforts to locate housing near opportunity structures, these strategies could alleviate homelessness and inadequate schools and foster true integration.

**Improving Health Opportunities**

Good health enables us to lead productive, fulfilling lives. While a comprehensive model for achieving good health is beyond the scope of this article, we can identify strategies that attempt to address the social, spatial, and economic factors that impact health (e.g., income, housing, education, isolation, and transportation). Indeed, the National Institutes of Health has declared the relationship among social status, race, and health to be one of its top concerns. Responding to this, the Minnesota Department of Health constituted a Social Conditions and Health Action Team to identify the ways in which settings and systems outside the health sector impact health.

Recognizing the impact of inequalities throughout various regions, the team developed several action steps that are highly replicable. The first step is to conduct “health impact assessments” of policies, programs, and projects that potentially affect health, including community revitalization, public transportation, resource allocation, capital investment, and community participation. The aim is to gain an understanding of the likely health impacts (e.g., environmental risks such as air quality) and their links with health status (e.g., higher mortality rates). Traditional health indicators are required in this assessment in order to capture socioeconomic and spatial determinants.

Other recommended action steps link economic and community development to health improvement, including fostering civic engagement and social capital; increasing the availability of safe and convenient parks to encourage recreation and neighborhood connections; improving family
leave and quality childcare efforts; reorienting funding to support innovative, long-term collaborative efforts; and training more representative, culturally competent health care workforces. The team also calls for measures to remedy the discrimination and racism that limit access to unbiased medical care. This holistic approach to improving health could make great strides in increasing opportunity-based housing and full participation in society.

Increasing Democratic Opportunities

To increase democratic opportunities even further, we need to reform our election system. Some countries like Germany and New Zealand have adopted proportional representation, whereby parties win legislative seats in proportion to their share of the vote. Another approach, cumulative voting, permits each voter to have as many votes as there are seats to be filled. Voters are not limited to casting only one vote for the candidate of their choice, but can "plump" or cast all of their votes on one candidate if such an intense preference for that candidate exists. This allows minority groups greater opportunity to win representation—even without being geographically districted together. Instead, voters "district" themselves by the way they cast their votes. If adopted in the United States, either system would open up the political process, not just to impoverished racial minorities, but to women, environmentalists, and all those with common interests who could then vote strategically. Either system would also preserve the political power of minority groups no matter where they chose to live.

Furthermore, cumulative voting models a form of regional governance called "federated regionalism." Federated regionalism allows minorities to stay in their communities and strive for more equitable regional plans that will improve their neighborhoods, as well as the entire region, or to move from their communities and retain their political power through a pooling of interests. As such, it provides for a decision-making process and approach to metropolitan planning that is more dynamic. Furthermore, no matter where they reside, minority groups can remain politically cohesive. As a result, they may become more politically active where they were once alienated by their lack of power to work within, much less transform, the system.

In addition to voting reforms, increasing access to housing opportunity can have meaningful results for democratic participation. For example, the collaborative effort in the Santa Fe region to create affordable housing, increase homeownership rates, and improve the physical condition of homes owned by low-income households resulted in not only enhanced assets for participants but, according to a survey of participants, increased participation in neighborhood and civic structures.

Community Involvement and Alliance Building

From a civil rights perspective, it is vital that community members have input when assessing and planning any of the strategies described above.
In the past, communities of color did not have the opportunity to inform decisions on development and land use and the result was that their interests were often undermined. Certainly, the urban renewal policies implemented in cities across the nation beginning in the 1950s are glaring examples of this type of exclusion and its devastating effects on the lives and neighborhoods of communities of color. One example of community involvement is the regional housing needs assessment conducted by the Association of Bay Area Governments in the San Francisco region. There, along with planners, representatives from each governmental jurisdiction participated in the determination of the housing needs aided by housing advocates working in the region. This model of decision making could be improved by establishing a process for direct community input as well.

Thinking regionally on housing opportunity also requires forging alliances with other constituencies—such as environmental groups—that have complementary interests in sound regional planning. The forces of fragmentation, segregation, and economic isolation are of such a scale in the region that addressing opportunity concerns requires not only combining forces, but building on and expanding beyond the existing power base of advocates, communities, intermediaries and academics, other sectors of civil society, and local government.

Fair housing advocates once stood alone in the fight for equality of housing opportunity. Now, fair and affordable housing is an issue that is being addressed in meaningful ways by a true cross section of groups, perhaps more so than ever before. Faith-based organizations, community-based organizations, business groups, and the civil rights community hold certain common aspirations. Additionally, antisprawl groups such as the Openlands Project have voiced concern over the dearth of housing opportunity and its segregative effects. Each of these groups has had its vision frustrated by the larger forces of relocation of resources to the periphery, fragmentation of governance, and racial and economic segregation. These organizations, although pursuing distinct missions and representing different constituencies, could be strong partners in a coalition to demand that housing be tied to opportunity structures throughout the region.

One example of such an alliance is in the San Francisco region where housing advocates have joined with environmental and transportation organizations in forming the Bay Area Transportation and Land Use Coalition. This coalition is demanding that cities in the region create affordable housing through mechanisms such as in-fill development and expedited zoning reviews. In the Twin Cities region, a coalition of more than twenty-six organizations, including faith-based organizations, environmental groups, and transit advocates, lobbied for a state mandatory inclusionary zoning law. While the coalition did not achieve this objective, it succeeded in attaining the passage of voluntary inclusionary housing legislation in Minnesota, demonstrating the potential of cross-interest alliances on the issue of affordable housing creation.
Additionally, I have attempted to show in this article that the interests of a broader base of stakeholders are impacted by housing policy, and these other players can be engaged in and become resources for a movement toward opportunity-based housing. Because housing as an opportunity structure interrelates with the structures of education, employment, transportation, and childcare, among others, policymakers, advocates, and community organizations working in these areas can be brought into the discussion and made allies in the movement. In order to make the necessary connections between these structures, and improve life chances for all residents of a region, it is necessary to build bridges beyond the housing sphere.

Conclusion

The inadequate supply of affordable housing and the siting of that housing continue to be serious concerns. But the environment in which these issues have to be addressed has changed and become more textured. We cannot simply assume that the suburbs will be the location of opportunity or that the central city will be the location of decline. The operative divide, then, is not city versus suburb but opportunity versus isolation. As I have tried to demonstrate in this article, where and how opportunity structures are being developed is largely an empirical question. This suggests a number of things both for regional governing bodies and housing advocates and providers.

First, there must be a careful examination of the region and how opportunity is distributed and developing. Policies should be motivated by the goal of effectively linking up affordable housing with opportunity structures. In a fractured metropolitan area, this means that attention must be paid to jurisdictional isolation even more so than neighborhood isolation. What is needed is a comprehensive and dynamic tool or set of tools for tracking and anticipating trends in the location of and relationships between opportunity structures.

Second, there must be an effort to develop mechanisms that work on a regional level. One jurisdiction cannot go it alone and sustain itself. There is also a powerful disincentive for a jurisdiction to increase its supply of affordable housing in a fragmented region unless others are doing the same. Regional coordination on housing is requisite to achieving opportunity-based housing.

Third, while it is appropriate to try to develop new housing opportunities and to safeguard against isolation, mass destruction of existing public housing without mechanisms beyond vouchers for its replacement and an increase of the overall housing supply raises serious issues. On the other hand, this does not suggest that the other stakeholders should be sanguine about the existing location of affordable housing and public housing. Instead, there must be a commitment to creating opportunity-based housing throughout the region.
Fourth, given the changing demographics and the different experiences of the many racial and ethnic populations within areas of varying opportunity, the Council should develop a way to track what is happening to them in terms of racial and economic segregation. Part of the weakness of Hope VI, for example, was its failure to consider these unique obstacles to attaining fair housing.193

Ultimately, clarity must be brought to an agenda to equalize the web of opportunity structures necessary for fully participatory lives throughout our nation’s metropolitan areas. Tensions between jurisdictions, stakeholders, and constituencies must be recognized and addressed. What is apparent is that no single jurisdiction can solve the housing problems, and no single organization can halt the forces of segregation, concentration of poverty, fragmentation, and gentrification. Instead, we must work together on a regional level to achieve racial and economic equality in the form of opportunity-based housing.
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